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Douglas Southall Freeman’s Pulitzer Prize–winning biography of Robert E. Lee was greeted with critical
acclaim when it was first published in 1935. Stephen Vincent Benét said “There is a monument—and a fine
one—to Robert E. Lee at Lexington. But this one, I think, will last as long.” This reissue of Richard
Harwell’s abridgment fulfills Benét’s prophecy, chronicling all the major aspects and highlights of the
general’s military career, from his stunning accomplishments in the Mexican War to the humbling surrender
at Appomattox.

More than just a military leader, Lee embodied all the conflicts of his time. The son of a Revolutionary War
hero and related by marriage to George Washington, he was the product of young America’s elite. When
Abraham Lincoln offered him command of the United States Army, however, he choose to lead the
confederate ranks, convinced that his first loyalty lay with his native Virginia. Although a member of the
planter class, he felt that slavery was “a moral and political evil.” Aloof and somber, he nevertheless
continually inspired his men by his deep concern for their personal welfare.

Freeman’s achievement is the full portrait of a great American—a distinguished, scholarly, yet eminently
readable classic that has linked Freeman to Lee as irrevocably as Boswell to Dr. Johnson.
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From reader reviews:

Jared Smith:

People live in this new day of lifestyle always attempt to and must have the time or they will get large
amount of stress from both way of life and work. So , if we ask do people have extra time, we will say
absolutely without a doubt. People is human not really a robot. Then we request again, what kind of activity
have you got when the spare time coming to an individual of course your answer may unlimited right. Then
do you ever try this one, reading guides. It can be your alternative throughout spending your spare time, the
book you have read is usually Lee.

Rebecca Esquivel:

Do you have something that you like such as book? The book lovers usually prefer to pick book like comic,
quick story and the biggest you are novel. Now, why not hoping Lee that give your satisfaction preference
will be satisfied simply by reading this book. Reading addiction all over the world can be said as the way for
people to know world considerably better then how they react in the direction of the world. It can't be stated
constantly that reading routine only for the geeky man but for all of you who wants to be success person. So ,
for all of you who want to start examining as your good habit, you could pick Lee become your current
starter.

Vincent Mireles:

Would you one of the book lovers? If yes, do you ever feeling doubt if you find yourself in the book store?
Attempt to pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't assess book by its protect may
doesn't work is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not while fantastic as in the outside
seem likes. Maybe you answer can be Lee why because the fantastic cover that make you consider in regards
to the content will not disappoint a person. The inside or content is definitely fantastic as the outside or even
cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up this book.

Brian Scheele:

E-book is one of source of know-how. We can add our know-how from it. Not only for students but in
addition native or citizen need book to know the up-date information of year to be able to year. As we know
those textbooks have many advantages. Beside most of us add our knowledge, can bring us to around the
world. With the book Lee we can consider more advantage. Don't you to be creative people? To get creative
person must love to read a book. Only choose the best book that appropriate with your aim. Don't possibly be
doubt to change your life with this book Lee. You can more appealing than now.
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